
Your Elevator Pitch 
Should Be...

Easy to understand
Concise — 90 seconds or
200 words at most
Conversational
Interesting & memorable
Targeted to your 

        audience's interests
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Family Science is...
the scientific study of families

& close interpersonal relationships

How to Explain Family Science to Anyone
Create Your Family Science Elevator Pitch

Follow These Steps:

Tips for a Successful Pitch
Tailor to each audience. You want them on board.
Your illustration is key. People are 22 times more
likely to remember facts told in a story.
Adapt to fit your major/identity. If your major is 
 HDFS, you can add a human development element      
 to this core Family Science information.
Don't worry about a perfect first draft — you can     
 edit it down. 
Practice! But avoid a robotic speaking style.

Short On Time? 
Define & Illustrate

If you've got 30 seconds or less, 
focus on steps 1 and 3. Give a brief
description and real-world example.

https://www.ncfr.org/
https://www.ncfr.org/about/what-family-science
https://apnews.com/press-release/newswire/business-corporate-news-products-and-services-media-new-products-and-services-86502aaa1b80c0ea4019b337a0408542


Shortened for Time:
Family Science is the study of
families. It helps us understand
the unique interactions and
relationships family members
have.

For example, I research the
impact of having an open or
closed adoption. I look at the
interactions among family
members and how their
relationships affect the whole
family. We can use these
findings in adoption education
materials to help adoptive
parents and birth parents.

Example A: Referencing your future career: For instance, 
I’m interested in a career providing parenting education, working 
with parents to increase their parenting knowledge and skills.

One thing Family Science helps us understand is how conflicts affect relationships between parents 
and children, and how to handle those conflicts effectively. Imagine your teenager misses their curfew.
Yelling at them without hearing their thoughts could make the conflict worse or create difficulties in
your family. But if you can listen to each other without interrupting as you talk about why they were
late, it could help you become closer. 

Example B: Explaining your research topic: For example, my research focuses on the impact of having
an open or closed adoption, meaning whether the family knows or is in contact with the birth parent(s). 

I look at the interactions among family members — among the parent(s) and child, child and birth
parent(s), parents and birth parents — and how those relationships affect the family as a whole.
Research findings can be used in adoption education materials for adoptive parents and birth parents,
so they understand more about how to interact and communicate in a healthy way.

Family Science is the study of families. It's a social science.

Family Science focuses on understanding relationships and 
interactions among family members, in all types of families.
Knowing how to have healthy family relationships can help
families to function better. 

1. Define It

Our families often have a bigger influence on our lives 
than anyone else. That’s why Family Science is so important.

2. Develop It

3. Illustrate It

4. Contrast It

5. Affirm It

Other social sciences might study how an individual deals with a conflict, or how society influences
conflict resolution. But Family Science looks specifically within families at the crucial element of
relationships among family members.

Examples for Talking to Lay Audiences
Family Science Elevator Pitch

Find material 
online at 
ncfr.org >>>
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